Khomeini's Ideology Concept:
Khomeini says in one of his sayings "that all what I brought for Iranians is taken from
Kerbla's tragedy" this saying indicates clearly that Khomeini's revolution he brought for
Iranian people is dedication to sadness and depression culture to Iran and Iranian community.
That crazy person cancels all happiness and joy appearances to Persian nation to replace
them with sadness culture taken from Hussein's imam tragedy (grandson of Mohammed
Prophet). Simply Khomeini's ideology, he inspired from Hussein's tragedy, implies that
Hussein imam has been killed with his family by infields so all Muslims should live their life
term in permanent sadness and depression during all times until judgment day to prove that
they are loyal for their Hussein imam. This is Khomeini's sick ideology he applied to Iranians
and tried to export to others countries such as Iraq, Lebanon and Palestine and he succeeded
to do so. Under this ideology, that every appearance of joy and pleasure for Iranians is
prohibited thing and Islamic regime should fight it. Khomeini made Iranians live under
sadness, depression and terror. Here I want ask any unfanatic Muslim or non-Muslim is
sensible that people should live their life term in permanent depression and sadness to prove
their loyalty for Hussein imam? Absolutely, the answer will be no.
Here we can say that Khomeini has dedicated to sadness culture in Iran which reflects clearly
his sick ideology.
Recognizing, that joy and luxurious life appearances of nobles and kings who ruled Persia
through different historical times, were the special feature for Iranian civilization and reflect
clearly that Iranian people are people love life, joy, beauty and colors. That feature of
flamboyant and luxurious clothes available in civilization heritage for Iran kept the feature
which distinguishes a greatness of Persian civilization and people and their love for joy and
beauty than others world's peoples, But after Khomeini takeover of Iran, a view of the world
for Iran has changed dramatically because Khomeini dyed Iran with blackness and sadness
and made Iranian women wear black and tall cloaks that prevents any appearance reflects the
happiness or joy for her even he banned Iranian woman to dress with anything which makes
her appears as a happy woman because he wants to Iranians to keep a sad nation forever and
don't know civilization so, that view of advanced countries for Iran, changed after Islamic
overthrow where Iranian person became in view point of these advanced countries as an
ignorant and ridiculous guy even. That view of the world towards mullah's regime is a same
their view to Taliban's regime in Afghanistan where both regimes meet in one tributary and
both are responsible about most terrorist activities that struck Europe, America and others
countries around the world during last decades. In fact, Khomeini and Taliban's regimes are
two faces for one coin if they differed in ideology where both worked to eradicating national
and historical features for Iran and Afghanistan to replace them with Islam civilization even
that Khomeini's regime preferred affiliation of Iranians to Islam than their national affiliation
to Iran and its ancient civilization so we can see, that Iran became invaded with a lot of
Arabs and other Islamic nationalities, such as Iraqis, Lebanon, Palatines and others even
some of those nationals became have more privileges and preference than Iranians
themselves because Khomeini's regime prefers Islamic affiliation for Iranians than their
national affiliation to Iran and its ancient civilization, so Iranian person who his love and
affiliation to the Islam stronger than his national affiliation, so he become favorite guy for
mullah's regime. Simply we can say that Khomeini removed all what is a national and
patriotic for Iran and Iranians and replaced it of what is Islamic and Arabic.
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